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Coordination of the Coinbene marketing campaign
Next Exchange: https://www.bitexbay.com
Negotiations with https://www.eterbase.com/
Eterbase is the first regulation-compliant European cryptocurrency exchange.
The aim is to tap into the European market through Fiat EURO Gateway.
Negotiation with http://www.bitrus.com/ for listing in exchange.
Negotiation with https://bytheway.app Project to accept IoP as payment for
investing and App use.
Negotiations with Large Quasar Group for accept IoP in Private, Pre-ICO and
ICO rounds.
Concept development of a chain-assisted Voting app
Planning of further events in Croatia and in Zug (Switzerland)
Conception: Mercury connection to IOP Blockchain

Marketing &
Communication
Moritz created Keynote and Powerpoint templates for upcoming presentations and
talks to have a common and recognizable design for IoP. The template contains
multiple slides that can be adjusted easily. If you have a special idea for a slide or
if there is something missing you need, just contact @moritzbarg in discord. Make
sure to use these templates when preparing your next presentation or talk, you
can find them in our cloud in the Graphic Design folder.

Beirut Meetup “From Bitcoin to Internet of People”

Roger successfully organized a conference with over 100 attendees in Beirut Lebanon. He spoke to them about the evolution from Bitcoin to Internet of People. This
was an important step for our market entry in middle east, that Roger is coordinating right now. It can be considered a valuable follow up to the opening of a chapter
in Dubai. Furthermore, the new chapter leader of blockchain crypto insight “Omar”
made his debut as public speaker on behalf of IoP.

Singapore

Keks gave a speech about the decentralized internet, the web 3.0, at the “Future
of Finance” conference in Adam Smith center Singapore. Roughly 300 attendees
listened to his speech and many good connections to economic academics from
many countries (India, Australia, US, Lebanon, Singapore) were initiated.

Dubai

Afterwards, Keks travelled to Dubai in order to meet the UAE Chapter. Apart from
enforcing the personal relation, that is so important for our community, many strategies were formulated to enhance our presence in this strategically important market place, Dubai.

BTC Talk Thread

Keks met with Sev0 from Chapter Dach+, to improve the BTC Talk thread. The
changes will be implemented over the next weeks.

Cryptoboxes

Thanks to Juan from Mexico, we got connected to a new crypto start up from Spain
called cryptoboxes. We agreed on a collaboration that will start in the next weeks.

Education Youtube Channel

Moritz, Roger, Amon and Keks are working on a education youtube channel. The
aim is to give people with almost no experience in crypto the opportunity to learn
the basics and make their first step towards crypto. Finally, the aim is to make them
aware of IoP.

Marketing &
Communication
Rich Portugal TBA

Rich attended a conference in Portugal were he could speak to loads of attendees
about IoP. Details TBA

Linkedin advertising

Our promoted posts were seen 87,225 times on linkedin in August

Facebook advertising

Our promoted posts reached 29,984 people causing nearly 1000 of those people
to react and explore our website in August

Youtube advertising

In promoted videos were displayed 261790 times in August during that time more
1124 people took the time to really sit down and watch the video’s. With our new
consensus video and the what is Mercury video being the most popular. Most importantly we find that our youtube channel now gets increased views, comments,
and clicks without promotions. Which means the video’s and the channel are being
picked up and seen by the right audience.

UI / UX &
Graphic Design
Lee has been providing assistance to the Polish Chapter. Because it’s been so quiet
recently, Lee also spoke with DWK in July about revisiting a documentary project,
first proposed in 2017. This month, he contacted some cinematographer friends
about their interest/availability for such a project. He will meet with one talented
cinematographer in October once a clear vision has been fleshed out. Once a creative team is assembled and a clear vision is developed we will collaborate with
marketing.
As prompted by Wigy’s suggestion of interactive media to promote IOP’s agendas, Lee has also been researching different ideas on how we could do that.
Wigy’s Link: https://colestia.itch.io/postcapitalism
We’re reaching out to people for possible collaboration on something like this also.

Development
The core development team has released the new version of the IOP blockchain
explorer on mainnet.iop.global and testnet.iop.global, respectively. The explorer
provides a new UI, better performance and reliability. In the future it will provide
additional native APIs to request supply and address rankings (expected for September). In relation to this we have started updating the IOP node infrastructure to
enhance the reliability of the testnet, including additional monitoring for liveness of
the network.
The IOP intranet has been fully deployed on AWS and is waiting for your content.
The Karlsruhe office has also completed the merge of JIRA boards with the Hungarian development team.
The core wallet has received bug fixes for the command line crash and possibly
strange behaviour of the USD field in the IOP buy dialog. A new release including
these will be made available in the next few days.
To further enhance the chapter system, we have begun working on a chain-assisted voting app. This will allow the community to move the chapter voting away from
discord and onto the blockchain without the necessity for a fork. Database model,
use-case diagrams, concept drafts and ER model are already complete, and documentation of the mechanisms will be made available in the coming weeks.
We have been working on the chain-assisted voting app most of the time. A bit of
time has flown into on-boarding a rookie from university who we plan on to help
us out with the coding, especially with the missing features of the new block explorer. Meanwhile Amon still reading a lot of papers and working on the new IOP
Consensus.
For the next month we plan on a complete re-release of the block explorer with
integrated supply and richlist functionality, including new API calls for platforms like
coinmarketcap. We will also release a document explaining the proposed structure
of the chain-assisted voting system.

Development
Mercury
In Mercury significant time goes now into careful planning of the layers and stack.
The goal is to enable Micropayments and Streams of payments through the Mercury protocol with IOP. So IOP can be used from incentivised nodes and dApps.
To make the dApp development easier for new Developers we started now with
some example projects that teach Mercury and help with the start.

Button dApp:

A sample app demonstrating API functionalities was created. This is feature complete, however the underlying stack needs some extra care.

Distributed storage (ipfs):

Deusz is working on the topic actively. Node tracker is implemented, he is working
on the key value store implementation of Mercury. We have found that ipfs performance is extremely poor for our purposes, so we’ll invest time into evaluating
other dht implementations like opendht or maidsafe. The aim is to run some evaluations whilst the ipfs-based implementation is completed and then make a decision
whether we need to change or not.

Connect + Connect API:

Bartmoss is working on that. The aim for the current sprint is to make all the plumbing which is required by the Button dApp. This requires some design work too, to
outline functional requirements.

Developer documentation:

This was a joint (except Andras) effort to create functional descriptions of our main
milestone topics. Some topics are completed (Diffie-Helmann, IPFS), others are in
work-in-progress (Profile schema (wigy), authorization/permissions (wigy), API&architecture (Bartmoss)).

Code cleanup:

There was a significant amount of technical debt in the mercury codebase. Bartmoss cleaned up compiler warnings and actualized dependencies, Andras have
implemented proper error handling across the mercury stack.

Connect GUI:

Byron’s field. He has created mocks for mercury’s UI elements, but in general he is
managing his own progress, more or less independent from us.

Community Care
We’ve seen an increase of activity in the discord channel over the past month.
While traditionally August would normally be calm due to the holidays the support
team have been able to welcome many new community members, some of which
even opted to start their own chapters. Best of luck to all.
Also on our telegram we’ve seen an increase of users, we now have over 7000
members in our telegram channel. If you’re in either discord or telegram, don’t be
shy, just ask your questions. Our staff is always ready to help you out.

Education
●● Attending Conferences speaking about IoP and Nayarit University Project in
Monterrey Institute of Technology:
Bitcoin Week
and BitcoinDay in.
●● Co-organizing first Blockchain and cryptocurrencies conference in Nayarit University.
●● Conference about Blockchain Project in Nayarit University
●● Support UAN for create a Research Project for National Center for disaster
●● Support UAN for deploy the project for Fuel management in Blockchain for
state government.
●● Negotiation with Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME) and
Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE) for collaborate with UAN in CENEPRED project.
●● In Progress: Create a business model for IOP-Universities projects. First Conference with Latam Chapters.
●● Negotiation with https://www.uopeople.edu/ for collaboration with Education
Division

Member &
Chapter Services
We continue to assist members and chapters in connecting with each other. We
are also actively guiding new members and chapters through IoP.

Recruitment
We are involved in recruiting for a few different areas. We expect the Translation
Coordinator will be finalized soon with a member from inside the community occupying the position.
We are looking for an illustrator / designer to help embellish Aesop’s stories (from
the Benelux chapter).

Intranet

The IoP Intranet version 1.0 is almost ready for use. More details will follow in the
coming weeks. This will provide the Divisions and Chapters with a way to manage
member information, with members being the ones who control the information.

We will be making further updates to the intranet to include:

●● Internal resources for people new to IoP
●● An IoP network - members and chapters will be able to connect using profiles.
Members will be able to identify themselves as available for work, and chapters
will be able to find others to join their projects.
We will circulate more details via the chapter email lists, and via discord to the divisions.

New Chapters
Five new chapters joined IoP this month; all the new chapter leaders have expressed their desire to create as much awareness as possible about IoP. We are
very excited to have them on board and wish all the luck to Lollipop-Guild, Blockchain-Crypto-Insight, IoP Lovers (India’s second chapter), and IoP Vietnam.

Risk and
Compliance
●● Funding and requested information are in place to finalize third party internal
review of coin function and support team so that the firm can release their report to us. The report should be available next month for the community. Having
this will allow us to increase our rate of exchange listings in jurisdictions that
request a such a report. Chris will introduce the report, the firm, and its contents
in September.
●● Given the ever changing situation in the alt markets since April a noticeable
uptick of investment and return discussion has returned to our channels. IoP is
a commodity of exchange in an ecosystem built by a community. Commodities
fluctuate based on demand. They are not shares or dividend bearing assets.
Please keep this in mind.

